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    Dear Alma;

   Listed below is a review of "Bea's Halloween." Feel free to post it.

    Have a great day.

    Bruce Deens.

___________________________________________

   I was send a free copy of Bea's 'Halloween' with no exchange of favors nor were anything of
monetary value given to me other than a free copy of the book. Let me start by saying I don't have a lot
of time on hand and read approximately two or four books per year which is why I prefer a big book.
But the books I choose to read had better be good or I feel I wasted my leisure time that year. I’m very
hard on a book. I quickly put it down if it isn’t entertaining.

     I read 'The Tree' and 'Unholy Pursuit: The Devil On My Trail and is fond of them both. 'Bea's
Halloween' isn't like the 'The Tree'. It's set about twenty something years in the future from both 'The
Tree' and 'Unholy Pursuit: The Devil On My Trail’. There're no monsters in 'Bea's Halloween' as there
are in the 'The Tree' and 'Unholy Pursuit: The Devil On My Trail'. All the factious in ‘Bea’s Halloween’
are human made.

    I read 'The Tree' after reading 'Unholy Pursuit: The Devil On My Trail'. I can relate to what
happened in Ana's life which made her the way she is with myself having once been a victim of
domestic violence.  She may seem cold and aloft to a person who has never experienced domestic
violence but to someone who has they understands where the author is taking the character. The
differences in the violence committed toward Ana isn't the man in her life. It's society, as a whole. No
one will help her stand up to Nikola. Everyone bows down to him never mind he kills people and use
their fat for furniture polish. That's an extreme allegory but that pretty much how society response to
powerful people doing heinous things. They excuse it with some of the most insidious explanations.

   I’ve wanted to say this for quite some time, but I think male authors ought to not write on the feelings
of women during or after sexual violence. They may not intend to, but it often comes off as a sexual
innuendo rather than the crime it actual is. I observed this author wrote believable emotions into the
violent scenes. The author didn’t allow the character to wallow in pity, nor cry all the time. Ana refused
to be a victim and spend years crying and brooding over the why did the asshole do it? She fights back.
I liked that in a female heroine.



    In the three books I’ve read so far, Ana is a woman of great resilience. That’s what makes her
fascinating. She isn’t incredible sexy. Not the popular definition of sexy. Although, Ashton dearly
thinks she’s sexy but it’s her noble and valiant character that makes her who she is. With her flaws and
all that makes her beautiful. She’s a good person but not a perfect person.

  In 'Bea's Halloween', some parts of the book I liked and others I didn't. Let's get to the part I didn't like
first. I didn't like the fact the author or the editor tried to turn the book into something this series is not
and that's boring. I didn't like the fact the author tried to make Bea fit in the model or life mode of
suburban kids who hasn't experienced anything more stressful in life than deciding what they want for
breakfast. I know the author was trying to steer the book toward that genre. But please don't. There are
millions of those books out there like that. You can close your eyes and throw a paper plane in a
bookstore or online and find one.  Your characters are unique. Let them stay unique.

    In my opinion...all in all, always let Bea be Bea. Don’t change her. Bea has the essence of an
Immortal older than our universe, so she isn’t going to behave like full mortal girls her age. I feel she
has every right to have a terrible mouth. The poor baby earned it in tears if not blood, sweat and tears.
Don't mess with Bea again. But luckily for the book you redeemed her in my eyes. You finally let Bea
be Bea and let her loose in the end of the book. I was wondering when were Bea going to be herself.

     Bea has a kind heart, very much like her mother's but life hasn't been kind to the little girl, allowing
her to show it. Over all, Bea is a very caring, sweet little girl who had to grow up far too soon. I liked
the fact her mother instilled a healthy view of herself into the child. Bea doesn't care what anyone
thinks of her and if anyone keep it up she'll roast them alive.
    I loved the scene where Bea fully realized there’s another side to herself and didn’t fear it but
embraced it and used it to hunt down those who were trying to take her and Cara’s life. I’m glad it
wasn’t written that Bea lofted it or shied way from it. From the pattern the book was flowing I was
expecting Bea to reject it and wish she wasn’t that way. Wish she wasn’t different. That turn surprised
me. I didn’t exactly see that one coming.

   Bea doesn't tell her mother what her teacher, Mrs. Mair is doing to her; trying to force her fit in with
the rest of the class. After reading a little further I saw why Bea hasn't told her mom. Ana is a berserker
when it comes to Bea. I don't mean normal mom's angry. Ana takes anger to a cosmic level. In many
ways Ana's temper is as bad as Azazel's. Had she told her mom they would've left in the middle of the
night and Bea wanted to stick around to hang out with Cara and go Tricking or Treating before moving
on to the next town.
    Bea's little friend Cara grew a lot from associations with Bea. Bea was good for her. Bea forced her
to grow up and so whining so much. Although, Cara had a reason to whine considering how delusional
her mother is.

    Bea is furiously protective of her mom and a much better liar than her mother. LOL!

   I liked the fact Ana wasn't an absentee parent as some books portray the parent. She stayed updated
on Bea's activities even if Bea is basely a Nephilim and can maneuver her mother if she decided to do
so.

   But I was curious about Ana and Azazel's relationship as to why Burke Mair called her Mrs. Cargill?
I saw nowhere Ana and Azazel (Ashton) had gotten married. I assume that's in one of the other books.



    I was glad Vay Cadwell finally showed her true colors to Mrs. Mair. Mrs. Mair had an unrealistic
quest for fame and fortune. She feels she settled rather than got the life she deserved. Therefore, she
had great a pretension to treat people she believes are beneath her horribly. In many ways, she got what
she deserved.

   Overall, I think it was written for young adult or teens. But it was well written and fluidity. The
language wasn’t as savory as the other two books I read, but it was easy to read. It wasn't stiff and flat. I
would and have recommended the book to several co-workers.

     Destini Visser

    Dordrecht, Zuid-Holland


